APP CONCEPT
purpose.

The purpose of this app is to connect upper middle
class people in need of a chef for hire with available and
experienced chefs in their area.
Options for how meals can be enjoyed:
1:1 (between the chef and buyer)
large parties (chef decided max person setting)

audience.

problem
& solution.

Primary audience - people entertaining parties age 18+ who
reside in cities.
Secondary audience - people entertaining parties age 18+
who reside outside cities.

Problem - There are many people who have the resources
to buy groceries and are unable to cook, especially for
parties. There are also several people who have a passion
for cooking and are unemployed, or are looking for a new
source of income.
Solution - This app gives people a way to make money,
make food, and make connections.

benefits.
Foodie Call allows an increase in employment opportunities,
a fun way to connect with people in your city or town, and
introduces an innovative way to enjoy meals.

PRIMARY LOGO

TYPOGRAPHY

The primary logo for Foodie Call is an
emblem made up of a handmade script.
The script acts as a fun word mark,
encompassing the inviting and friendly
interaction between users.

Typography is a powerful brand tool when
used consistently. This set of typefaces best
represents the fun energy and modern feel of
the brand and should be used across all print
and web applications.

Josefin sans

JOSEFIN SANS
Use for Header

Regular

Sentence case
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Web letter-spacing: .2em
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Josefin sans

JOSEFIN SANS
Use for Body Copy

Regular, Light

Sentence case

A B C D E F G H I J K L M

Web letter-spacing: .2em
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SECONDARY LOGO
The secondary logo can be used in replace
of the primary logo (but should never be next
to the primary logo). It is best used for social
media profile icons and app icons.

COLOR PALETTE
Color is an integral part of brand identity.
Consistent use of color palette not only
reinforces the cohesiveness of the brand,
color also serves as a psycholoical purpose
by communicating certain feeling to your
audience.
The colors for this app act as identifiers for
users. There are two interfaces, foodie and
chef. Warmer color palette for the foodie,
cooler color palette for the chef.

#DC4833

#058A97

R: 220 G: 72 B: 51

R: 5 G: 138 B: 151

#EB7B3A

#5BAD7D

R: 223 G: 123 B: 58

R: 91 G: 175 B: 125

#FFA200

#B8E785

R: 225 G: 165 B: 0

R: 184 G: 231 B: 133

Samsung/Android

Apple

1

Notification
Identifier

Uploading/Updating
Identifier

The logo will scale up from the center and
rock from side to side.
The buttons below fade in.

TRANSITION: Slides in from right

TRANSITION: Slides in from right

TRANSITION: Slides in from right
“Yes, let’s do it!” ⟫ Next step
“I’ll do it later.” ⟫ Roam the app from a

ANIMATE THE SCREEN

Foodie’s perspective immediately

USER

FOODIE USER INTERFACE

TRANSITION: Slides in from right
Color scheme changes:
Foodie ⟫ warm color scheme
Chef ⟫ cool color scheme

TRANSITION: Slides in from right
Tapping the arrow ⟫ Foodie
Preferences

CHEF USER INTERFACE

TRANSITION: Slides in from right
Tapping the arrow ⟫ Set Distance
Preference

FOODIE PREFERENCES

TRANSITION: Slides in from right
Tapping the arrow ⟫ Set Distance
Preference

FOODIE: SET DISTANCE

TRANSITION: Slides in from right
Slide circle to the right ⟫ increase
distance
Slide circle to the left ⟫ decrease
distance

FOODIE: SET DISTANCE COMPLETE

Releasing the circle completes
distance setting
Check mark and low opacity color fade
onto screen when set
ANIMATE THE SCREEN

CHEF: SET DISTANCE

TRANSITION: Slides in from right

CHEF: SET DISTANCE COMPLETE

Releasing the circle completes
distance setting.

Slide circle to the right ⟫ increase distance
Slide circle to the left ⟫ decrease distance

Check mark and low opacity color fade onto
the screen when set.

LOADING

HOME

“F” gets bites taken out of the top as
crumbs fall beneath it.
ANIMATE THE SCREEN

FOOD GENRE LIST

TRANSITION: Fades in following the
loading screen
Tapping “Search by food” ⟫ food menu

Menu slides out from search bar.

CHEFS NEARBY

Menu slides into search bar.
Pins pop up identifying near by chefs
ANIMATE THE SCREEN

CHEF PROFILE PREVIEW

TRANSITION: Slides upward
Tapping the pin will highlight it

CHEF PROFILE

CHEF DISH MENU

DISH INFO

TRANSITION: Expands up and out

TRANSITION: Slides in from the right

TRANSITION: Page scales out and up

“Reviews” are based on star ratings by
prior Foodies.
“Calls” tell the Foodie how often this chef
has been called.

Tapping the Chef Preview ⟫ Chef Full Profile

“Willing to host” means she is happy to
accomodate people
at her place.

ANIMATE THE SCREEN

“Serving limit” is the maximum amount
of people she cooks for.
“Experience-level” is decided
on by the chef (schooling, in home
practice, hobby)
“Dishes” will take the Foodie to a menu.

Tapping food genre ⟫ images of
meals offered by the chef push out
from the identifier
Images of the meals provide visuals
for the foodie.
Tapping an image ⟫ Dish Info
Star icon identifies dishes that the
chef specialize in.

CONVERSATION

MESSAGE LIST

TRANSITION: List slides in from the left.

MAIN MENU

TRANSITION: Slides in from left when
hamburger menu icon is tapped
When the profile contains enough information
necessary for safe interaction between users,
the progress bar will disappear.
ANIMATE THE SCREEN

HELP

TRANSITION: Scales up and out

SETTINGS

EDIT PROFILE

Move circles from left to right to adjust
distance and age preference

Tap the images to add a photo or
take a photo

Tapping the switch ⟫ Hosting on/off

When the profile contains enough
information necessary for safe
interaction between users, the
progress bar will disappear.

LOADING

HOME

“F” begins to steam
ANIMATE THE SCREEN

EARNINGS

CHEF PROFILE

TRANSITION: Scales up and out
Bars on graph grow upward

TRANSITION: Scales up and out
Slide circle left ⟫ decrease serving limit
Slide circle right ⟫ increase serving limit

ANIMATE THE SCREEN

Tap select to view drop down list for
“Experience Level”

CALENDAR

TRANSITION: Scales up and out
Tapping the calendar ⟫ Expanded view of
calendar
Tapping green dot highlights dot and offers
an overview for that date

CALENDAR EXPANDED

TRANSITION: Scales up and out

MESSAGE LIST

TRANSITIONS: Scales up and out
Bolded typeface identifies unread messages
Red dot indicates unread mesages

CONVERSATION

SEND once the user starts typing

FOODIE PROFILE

TRANSITION: Scales out and up

UPLOAD DISHES

TRANSITION: Scalesin from right
Swipe the images left/right to browse
them.
“Reviews” are based on star ratings
by prior Chefs.
“Calls” tell the Chef how often this
Foodie has made calls.
“Willing to host” means she is happy
to accomodate people
at her place.

Click Foodie Call to see the invision prototype

